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Abstract

The large-scale deployment of wearable bioanalytical devices for general population longitudinal monitoring necessitates rapid and high throughput manufacturing-amenable fabrication schemes that render disposable, low-cost, and mechanically flexible microfluidic modules capable of performing a variety of bioanalytical operations within a compact footprint. The spatial constraints of previously reported wearable bioanalytical devices (with microfluidic operations confined to 2D), their lack of biofluid manipulation capability, and the complex and low-throughput nature of their fabrication process, inherently limit the diversity and frequency of end-point assessments, and prevents their deployment at large scale. Here, we devise a simple, scalable, and low-cost “CAD-to-3D Device” fabrication and integration scheme, which renders 3D and complex microfluidic architectures capable of performing biofluid sampling, manipulation, and sensing. The devised scheme is based on laser-cutting of tape-based substrates, which can be programmed at the software-level to rapidly define microfluidic features such as biofluid collection interface, microchannels, and VIAs (vertical interconnect access), followed by the vertical assembly of pre-patterned layers to realize the final device. To inform the utility of our fabrication scheme, we demonstrated three representative devices to perform sweat collection (with visualizable secretion profile), sample filtration, and simultaneous biofluid actuation and sensing (using a sandwiched-interface). Our devised scheme can be adapted for the fabrication and manufacturing of current and future wearable bioanalytical devices, which in turn will catalyze the large-scale production and deployment of such devices for general population health monitoring.
Introduction

In recent years, the maturity and convergence of the fields of electrochemistry, flexible device fabrication, and low-power electronics have led to the development of wearable biomarker sensors that can probe non-invasively-retrievable biofluids, such as sweat, to measure the concentration of physiologically informative biomarker molecules [1-6]. Accordingly, electrochemical [7-10] and colorimetric sensors [11-14], based on enzymatic, ion-selective, and electroactive interfaces have been developed to target analytes such as metabolites and electrolytes. To facilitate robust analytical operations, wearable bioanalytical devices utilize mechanically flexible microfluidic housings to collect and analyze the biofluid samples, while minimizing sample evaporation and external contamination [15-17].

Numerous device fabrication-related criteria including scalability, cost-effectiveness, flexibility, compactness, and ease-of-integration are yet to be addressed to catalyze the large-scale deployment of demonstrated and envisioned bioanalytical devices for general population monitoring [18-20]. Specifically, high throughput manufacturing-amenable fabrication schemes are required to render low-cost and skin-conformal microfluidic modules. That is because, to eliminate the fundamental challenges such as contamination (from residues of old samples) and sensor biofouling, the microfluidic modules are implemented as disposable units, which are to be replaced frequently to perform longitudinal monitoring. Furthermore, the fabrication scheme must be capable of rapidly realizing and integrating a variety of bioanalytical components, including biofluid manipulation, actuation, and sensing interfaces within a compact footprint to allow for the quantification of a panel biomarkers, which is key to providing a comprehensive view of the user’s physiological state. The majority of reported wearable bioanalytical device implementations rely
on conventional Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based soft-lithography methods [9, 11, 12, 15], which require access to resource-intensive facilities for device fabrication and assembly. Specifically, for such approaches, the mold is fabricated in nanofabrication and cleanroom facilities, following time-consuming and multi-step protocols, with designs that are fixed by corresponding mask designs, which often need to be separately custom-ordered and purchased from third-party vendors (for each design) [21, 22]. Additionally, the device assembly requires surface activation by oxygen plasma treatment, which provides a short time-window for alignment and bonding. Furthermore, the reported wearable biomarker sensors relied on the analysis of the sample biofluid, collected in 2D microfluidic devices [9, 11, 12, 15]. The spatial constraints of these sensors inherently limits the versatility and quantity of bioanalytical operations, consequently constraining the diversity and frequency of end-point assessments.

To address these limitations, we devise a simple, scalable, and low-cost “CAD-to-3D Device” fabrication and integration scheme, which renders 3D, flexible, and complex microfluidic architectures. The devised scheme is based on laser-cutting and vertical assembly of thin layers of tape-based substrates. The laser-cutter can be programmed at the software-level to rapidly define microfluidic features such as biofluid collection interface, microchannels, and VIAs (vertical interconnect access), with different dimensions. By leveraging the adhesive property of the substrates and elaborate positioning of microfluidic VIAs, the 2D-patterned layers can simply be stacked and fluidically routed to form leakage-free, multilayered, and 3D architectures. Furthermore, to deliver a diverse set of operations, as part of the devised scheme, electrode-patterned layers can be incorporated during the assembly process to facilitate actuation and sensing functionalities.
The devised fabrication and integration scheme can be adapted to implement a diverse set of bioanalytical operations. To illustrate this point, we demonstrated three representative devices to perform sweat collection (with visualizable secretion profile), sample filtration, and simultaneous biofluid actuation and sensing (using a sandwiched interface). To demonstrate the reliable and leakage-free epidermal sweat sampling capability, a flexible and adhesive sweat collector interface is designed that can simply attach to the skin as a standalone unit. The interface is based on a microfluidic epidermal configuration, which harvests sweat, with minimized dead volume, and uses a fluidic VIA to route the collected sample through a microfluidic channel with the planar Archimedean Spiral design. This configuration allows for the visualizing the sweat secretion profile and inferring the secretion rate through optical imaging. Furthermore, to illustrate the value of the devised scheme to render complex and 3D functional architectures, we demonstrate a flyover architecture, based on a network of over/under-pass microchannels, capable of performing multi-step size-based μ-scale filtration in z-axis, with the aid of vertically-integrated-filtration embodiments (incorporated during the device assembly). In the context of wearable biomarker sensing, μ-scale filtration may be adapted to eliminate contamination arising from epidermis or to perform other bioanalytical operations (similar to those shown in lab-on-a-chip settings) [23-26]. Finally, to illustrate the enabling multi-functional operations achievable by the devised scheme, we present a sandwiched-like interface, which incorporates electrode-patterned layers to perform simultaneous actuation and sensing within a microfluidic channel. As an example, we demonstrate simultaneous AC electrothermal actuation (ACET, with electrode pair on the ceiling) and electrochemical analysis (amperometric sensing, with electrode array on the bottom). The results show that the activation of ACET enhances the sensitivity and reduces the response time of the amperometric sensors.
Materials and method

Fabrication and assembly of wearable microfluidic modules

The microfluidic modules were created by assembling several layers of double-sided tape (170 µm-thick, 9474LE 300LSE, 3M) and transparent PET film sheets (100 µm-thick, MG Chemicals, which were selectively patterned with actuation and sensing electrodes). Skin adhesive medical tape (Tegaderm Transparent Film Dressing, 3M) can be incorporated in the assembly process to form the skin-interfacing layer. The microfluidic embodiments, including microchannels and VIAs, were created by laser-cutting (Epilog Mini 24, Epilog Laser) 2D patterns within the tape- and the PET-based substrates. The minimum resolution of the microfluidic device depends on the resolution of the laser-cutter. Using our basic laser cutter, we could achieve ~100 µm features. A more advanced laser cutter can be used, if higher resolution is needed, which can render features with resolution on the order of ~10 µm. With the proper alignment of VIAs and microchannels, fluidic connections in vertical direction were achieved, rendering the complex 3D microfluidic structures. Here, the electrode arrays were patterned on PET substrates by photolithography using positive photoresist (MicroChemicals AZ5214E), followed by the evaporation of 20 nm Cr, 100 nm Au, and 20 nm Ti for actuation electrodes and 20 nm Cr and 100 nm Au for sensing electrodes. After deposition, the lift-off step was performed in acetone. For the envisioned low-cost and disposable device design applications, screen-printing techniques can be used to pattern electrodes (following well-established protocols [27]).
**Sweat rate characterization**

To conduct the sweat rate measurement test, first, the volar surface of the forearm of the subject was cleaned with Isopropyl alcohol (IPA, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc, USA), then stimulated with iontophoresis (ITP, ELITechGroup, France) to induce sweat following the standard protocol [27]. Next, as described in the Results and discussion section, the sweat collector was securely placed on the stimulated area. The complete process of sweat filling the spiral channel was video-recorded. The real-time volume of the secreted sweat in the channel was determined based on the designed geometry (Archimedean Spiral: \( r = a + b\theta \), where \( r \) and \( \theta \) are polar coordinates, and \( a = 1.1 \, \text{mm} \) and \( b = \frac{1}{\pi} \, \text{mm} \), as per our design) [28]. Sweat rate information can be inferred by calculating the slope of the sweat volume vs. time curve at the desired time-point.

**Assembly of vertically-integrated microscale filtering device**

Filter papers with different pore sizes (8 um and 30 um, GE Healthcare Life Sciences, USA) were used to remove microbeads (Diameter: 90 um and 10 um, concentration: \( 2.2 \times 10^3 \) beads/mL and \( 1.6 \times 10^6 \) beads/mL, Polybead, USA) within the biofluid stream in a step-by-step manner. Filter papers were laser-cut into circles and embedded within the designated VIAs. Two layers of double-sided tape were used to seal the filter paper and ensure that all incoming biofluid passed through the filter paper without leakage. Microscopic images of three channel layers were taken to show the significant reduction of beads before and after two cycles of filtration.

**Amperometric sensor development and characterization**

To develop the hydrogen peroxide (H\(_2\)O\(_2\)) sensor, a Prussian blue (PB) mediator layer was deposited onto the Au-patterned electrodes (1 mm\(^2\)) by cyclic voltammetry from 0 to 0.5 V (vs.
Ag/AgCl) for one cycle at a scan rate of 20 mV/s in a fresh solution containing 2.5 mM FeCl₃, 100 mM KCl, 2.5 mM K₃[Fe(CN)₆], and 100 mM HCl. Then, a 1 wt% chitosan solution (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was prepared by dissolving chitosan in a 2 wt% acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and stirring for 30 min. By drop-casting a 0.5 μL chitosan solution onto Au/PB electrode, the H₂O₂ sensing interface was realized. To create the glucose sensor, the 1% chitosan solution was mixed thoroughly with a glucose oxidase solution (50 mg/mL in PBS, pH 7.2, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at a 1:1 ratio (volume/volume). By drop-casting 1 μL of the mixture onto the Au/PB electrode, the glucose sensing interface was realized. To create the choline sensor, a 0.5 μL choline oxidase solution (0.5 unit/μL in DI water, pH 7.2, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was placed onto the Au/PB electrode, dried at room temperature, and drop-cast with the of 0.5 μL 1% chitosan solution. The sensors were dried overnight at 4 °C, while protected from light. The sensors were stored at 4 °C when not in use. For all amperometric sensors, the reference/counter electrodes were fabricated by additionally depositing Ag/AgCl ink (Ercon) and heating the electrodes at 80 °C for 10 min.

To characterize the developed sensing interfaces, constant potential amperometric measurements were conducted in PBS buffer (pH = 7.2) at -0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The chronoamperometric response was recorded by a potentiostat (CH Instruments) for 60 s. Calibration plots were obtained by introducing different concentrations of the targets (e.g., H₂O₂, glucose, and choline) in the PBS buffer. Accordingly, the limit of detection (LOD) for each amperometric sensing interface was calculated as LOD_{glucose} : 17.6 μM, LOD_{choline} : 7.2 μM, and LOD_{H₂O₂} : 3.9 μM (LOD = 3SD/slope, where SD is the standard deviation of the baseline noise in blank solution). These characterization results indicate that the electrochemical sensing interfaces have similar performance as that previously reported by us and others ([7,8], which is as expected, since similar sensor fabrication protocol was followed as those previously reported). In that regard,
given that our sensors and those referenced are all Prussian Blue-based, our sensors present similar benefits (e.g., lowering the excitation voltage, which mitigates the electroactive species’ interference) and drawbacks (e.g., generally suffering from oxygen fluctuation) as those sensors.

To characterize the ACET actuation-enhanced sensor response, we used the sandwiched-electrode interface containing the actuation and sensing electrodes (as described in the main text). The ACET actuation electrodes were powered by a function generator (Tektronix, AFG3102C). To compare the effects of ACET actuation on the sensor response, first, the calibration plot for the case of no ACET actuation was obtained, as described before. Then, the calibration plot of the sensor in presence of ACET actuation was obtained by applying 3.5 V\text{RMS} (10 MHz) across the ACET electrodes and recording the sensor’s chronoamperometric response (after a quiet time of 10 s) while ACET actuation remained on. To characterize the response time of the amperometric sensor, the response time was defined as the time taken for the absolute gradient of current signal ($|\frac{di(t)}{dt}|$), normalized with respect to the absolute signal value ($|i(t)|$), to fall below a given decay rate $\varepsilon$ (here, selected as 2\% per second), following the expression below [29]:

$$T_R = \min \left\{ t : \frac{1}{i(t)} \cdot \frac{di(t)}{dt} < \varepsilon \right\}$$

**On-body ACET actuation-assisted sweat analysis**

Sweat secretion stimulation was performed (following standard iontophoresis protocol, [27]) in two subjects during 12-h fasting and 0.5 h after glucose intake (30 g). For each case, the secreted sweat samples were interfaced with the microfluidic module, containing ACET actuation electrodes and glucose-enzymatic functionalized electrodes. The amperometric analysis was performed in the presence of ACET actuation (3.5 V\text{RMS}).
Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval for human subject testing

The conducted human subject experiments were performed in compliance with the protocols that have been approved by the IRB at the University of California, Los Angeles (IRB#17-000170). All subjects gave written informed consent before participation in the study.
Results and discussion

CAD-to-3D microfluidic device fabrication and integration

Unlike conventional soft lithography PDMS-based microfluidic devices, which require resource-intensive cleanroom procedures and photomasks (with fixed designs) to create the master mold, laser-cutting involves only two simple steps: 1) designing the microfluidic layers of the device using a computer-aided design (CAD) software and 2) laser-cutting the loaded substrates (tape- or PET-based) to pattern the designed microfluidic features on a sequence of layers (Fig. 1a). The whole procedure typically takes on the order of a few minutes, which is significantly faster than soft lithography that takes on the order of at least a few hours. After laser-cutting the microfluidic layers, the device is assembled by sequentially and vertically stacking the layers (Fig 1b). The laser-cut 2D embodiments within the tape- and PET-based layers (optionally, pre-patterned with electrodes) form microchannels and VIAs. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical microscope images of the top and cross-section view of a representative laser cut tape based microchannel are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. With proper alignment (Supplementary Fig. 2) of VIAs and microchannels (Fig. 1c), fluidic connections in the vertical direction were achieved, rendering complex and spatially efficient 3D microfluidic structures. For example, as shown in Fig. 1d, the VIAs were designed to connect microfluidic pathways in different layers. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1e, the red-dyed biofluid in the U-shaped channel weaved over and under the blue-dyed biofluid in the C-shaped channel while keeping the two liquids physically isolated. To validate the ability of our scheme to render well-sealed 3D microfluidic devices, an example microfluidic configuration is fabricated (with an interwoven over/under-pass design) and filled with color dyes. As can be seen in Fig. 1e, no leakage was found during the characterization period of > 72 hours. The flexible and the adhesive nature of the rendered microfluidic devices
allow for their ease of mating/integration with different types of surfaces, including curved glass, flexible printed circuit board (PCB), and human skin (Fig. 1f). To demonstrate the robustness of the microfluidic device adhesion to the body, first, an illustrative microfluidic device (composed of PET, double-sided tape, and skin adhesive medical tape) was adhered onto various body parts such as the forearm, thumb metacarpal, and thumb knuckle (with bending angles ranging from 18° to 108°, Supplementary Fig. 3a-c). Next, compression and twisting tests on the body-worn device indicated the preservation of the device’s structural integrity and skin adhesion (no delamination) after application of external forces (Supplementary Fig. 3d-f). Lastly, the adhesion forces between multiple material interfaces were characterized using 180° peeling adhesion force characterization setup (Supplementary Fig. 3g, h). As shown in Supplementary Fig. 3i, the results indicate that the adhesion forces between all device internal layers are all significantly stronger than the adhesion force between skin and skin adhesive medical tape (which is commonly used in the reported literature and for medical use).

The devised fabrication and integration scheme can be adapted to implement a diverse set of bioanalytical operations. To inform the utility of our fabrication scheme, we demonstrated three example devices, as described below.
Figure 1. Overview of the CAD-to-3D flexible and adhesive microfluidic device fabrication and integration scheme: a) Conceptualized two-step fabrication of the microfluidic layers; b) Vertical assembly of the laser-cut microfluidic layers; c) Assembly of a representative 3D flexible and adhesive microfluidic device; d) Red-, Blue-, Yellow-, and Green-dyed artificial sweat samples are injected in U-, C-, L-, and A-shaped microfluidic channels to visualize the 3D integrated microfluidic module; e) Top-view and magnified images of the interwoven microfluidic region of the device, performed over 72 hours, illustrating that no leakage has occurred; f) Device mating/integration with curved glass, human skin, and flexible PCB.
Wearable microfluidic sweat sampling

A sweat collector for on-body application is designed with the Archimedean Spiral shape. As shown in Fig. 2a, the on-body collector is composed of two fluid layers: 1) the sweat collection chamber with the double-sided tape wall, PET ceiling, and the skin treated as substrate, and 2) the sweat flow channel with the double-sided tape wall and PET as both substrate and ceiling. In order to minimize the sample volume wasted in the chamber layer, a spacer layer (Scotch single sided self-seal laminating sheets, 3M, USA) was added to occupy liquid space in the chamber (reducing the dead volume to 1.7 µL/cm²). Blue dye was embedded into the spiral channel layer during device assembly for visualization of the sweat sampling and progression. In comparison to the commercialized sweat collector (Fig. 2b), the designed collector is smaller, lighter, fully flexible (without any rigid part), and can stay attached to the skin as a standalone unit (sweat collection steps are shown in Supplementary Fig. 4).

To validate the robustness of sweat sampling on-body, the sweat collector was placed on an iontophoretically-stimulated area of the volar surface of the forearm of human subjects (two subjects, following standard iontophoresis protocol for sweat gland stimulation [27]). Figure 2c demonstrates our device’s capability to reliably harvest sweat (no leakage in any of the composed layers) and to visualize the secretion process. To obtain the sweat secretion rate information, the secreted volume can be optically tracked by image analysis (detailed in the method section). Accordingly, sweat rate can be derived by calculating the slope of the sweat volume vs. time plot. As shown in Fig. 3d, for both subjects, the sweat secretion began at a maximal constant rate, followed by a decreasing trend with time.
**Figure 2. Wearable microfluidic sweat collector:** a) Cross-section of the tape-based sweat collector structure; b) On-body application of the collector for sweat sampling, as a standalone unit. Inset shows the commercialized sweat collection device (Macroduct, ELITechGroup, France), which requires straps for holding down the device; c) Sequential optical images of the sweat secretion and *in-situ* collection in the designed sweat collector; d) Measured sweat volume vs. time profiles for two subjects (the sweat secretion rate is inferred from the slope of the curve-fitted lines at the desired time-points).

**3D architecture for multi-step microscale filtration**

Size-based filtration of microparticles (including cells or conjugated microbeads) allows for the implementation of a wide range of bioanalysis, by enabling sample processing operations
Here, we leverage the new degree of freedom achieved by the rendered 3D architectures to demonstrate filtering of microparticles. Accordingly, a flyover architecture, based on a network of over/under-pass microchannels, is implemented to perform multi-step size-based μ-scale filtration in z-axis, with the aid of vertically-integrated-filtration embodiments (incorporated during the device assembly). As shown in Fig. 3a, to realize the filtration embodiments, filter papers with pore sizes of 8 μm and 30 μm (Supplementary Fig. 5) are selectively embedded in the VIA structures.

To validate the filtration capability, an 80 μL buffer solution containing $2.2 \times 10^3$ beads/mL and $1.6 \times 10^6$ beads/mL concentrations of microbeads diameters 90 μm and 10 μm were introduced at the inlet. The sequential top-view images in Fig. 3b shows the progression of the introduced sample through all three microfluidic layers from the inlet to the outlet. The 90-μm and 10-μm beads were filtered out in two stages, specifically, upon passage through layer 1 to 2 (with filtration VIA pore size: 30 μm) and through layer 2 to 3 (with filtration VIA pore size: 8 μm). As can be seen from Fig. 3c, full bead filtration was achieved downstream of the 3D device.

The filtration results demonstrate the ability of the 3D structure to achieve operational complex microfluidic networks, while satisfying space-saving requirements for compact design. In the context of wearable biomarker sensing, μ-scale filtration may be adapted to eliminate the contamination arising from dead skin cells [23-25]. Additionally, this capability can be exploited to facilitate in-situ sample processing operations. For example, by incorporating microbeads, which are conjugated with surface markers, undesired analytes within the sample (e.g., high concentration and interfering proteins) can be captured and subsequently get filtered using the demonstrated μ-scale filtration capability [26].
**Figure 3: 3D and multi-step microscale filtration device:** a) 3D and cross-section schematic of the filtration device structure, and the magnified optical image of the device’s center; b) Sequential optical images of the injected fluid flow in the filtration device; c) Sequential microscopic images of upstream, midstream, and downstream of the device.
Sandwiched-electrode arrays for simultaneous biofluid actuation and sensing

The ability to fabricate multi-layered architectures was adapted to create a sandwiched-like actuation and sensing interface to further illustrate the value of the devised scheme in terms of enabling new degrees of freedom for device operation. To this end, we leveraged the vertical assembly approach, and incorporated electrode-patterned layers, which were aligned to face each other in order to realize a sandwiched-like interface, while forming the microfluidic channel (Fig. 4a). We specifically exploited this interface to demonstrate simultaneous ACET (with electrode pair on the ceiling) and electrochemical analysis (specifically, amperometric-based, with pre-functionalized electrode array on the bottom). The individual ACET and sensing electrode arrays, as well as the final assembled device are illustrated in Fig. 4b.

The design of the ACET electrode pair is based on a coplanar rotationally symmetric configuration [32]. The coplanar ACET electrode configuration allows for establishing a non-uniform electric field vector, which results in non-uniform joule heating and temperature gradient, and subsequently permittivity and conductivity gradients in the microfluidic channel. The interaction of the electric field with these gradient profiles results in body force acting on fluid, which in turn induces fluid motion [33,34]. Following the previously described approach [35], we simulated the ACET behavior of the actuation electrode pair. Figure 4c shows the corresponding simulated temperature profile as well as the induced micro-vortex-like flow pattern.

For electrochemical sensing, here, we specifically employed amperometric method (Fig. 4d-g), which is widely used for wearable enzymatic sensing (sensor development is described in the Materials and method section). First, we specifically characterized the effect of ACET actuation on H₂O₂ sensor amperometric response. Characterizing H₂O₂ sensing interface was motivated by the fact that H₂O₂ generation (proportional to the target concentration) is the last
reaction step involved in a large group of enzymatic sensing mechanisms (specifically, oxidase-based). The calibration curve of the ACET actuation-assisted H₂O₂ sensor (with 3.5 V_{RMS} applied across ACET electrode pair) was obtained and compared to the corresponding calibration curve where ACET actuation was not activated (a representative H₂O₂ sensor response is shown in Fig. 4d, steady-state response shown in Supplementary Fig. 6, reproduced results for two other sensors shown in Supplementary Fig. 7). Collectively, the results indicate that the activation of the ACET electrodes resulted in the 47% and 26% enhancement in the H₂O₂ sensor output current level and sensitivity (defined as the slope of output current vs. analyte concentration, Fig. 4f), respectively. Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. 4g the H₂O₂ sensor response time is reduced by 27% when the ACET actuation was activated (example annotated sensor response for time response determination is shown in Supplementary Fig. 8). In order to investigate this phenomenon in the context of enzymatic sensors, we studied the effect of ACET actuation on amperometric glucose sensor response, following the same characterization procedure (Fig. 4 e-g, Supplementary Fig. 6-8). Collectively, the same trends in the enhancement of the glucose sensor response was observed (74% and 31% increase in the output current level and sensitivity, respectively, and 33% reduction in the response time). To further validate the enhancement of the enzymatic sensor response in the presence of ACET actuation, we constructed and characterized a choline enzymatic sensor, where we observed the similar trends (Supplementary Fig. 9).

The enhancement in the sensor response can be attributed to both the effect of mixing (overcoming diffusion) as well as local temperature increase (e.g., enhanced reaction rate at the sensor surface). Given that the improvement of the sensitivity and reduction of response time in both glucose and choline cases were on the same order of magnitude as those for the case of H₂O₂,
one may speculate that the acceleration of the H$_2$O$_2$ conversion and/or enhanced diffusion by
ACET actuation plays a significant role in the sensor performance enhancement.

To validate the on-body operation of the devised actuation-assisted sensing interface, we
performed human subject testing. Specifically, we demonstrated the elevation of sweat glucose
after glucose intake in fasting subjects. Accordingly, standard iontophoresis protocol was followed
for sweat stimulation of two healthy subjects during 12-h fasting and 0.5 h after consumption of
30 g of glucose. Upon each stimulation, the secreted sweat sample was interfaced with the ACET
actuation-assisted glucose sensor (worn on body). As shown in Fig. 4h, the calibrated sweat sensor
responses (measured in the presence of the ACET actuation, 3.5 V$_{\text{RMS}}$) for both subjects indicate
the elevation of glucose level in sweat upon glucose intake, reflecting the elevation of glucose in
blood.
Figure 4: Sandwiched actuation and sensing interface: a) Cross-section schematic of the sandwiched-electrode array structure; b) Individual sensing (left) and actuation (right) electrode arrays, and final assembled device (middle, where the actuation electrode pair is aligned to face the sensor’s working electrode). c) COMSOL ACET simulation (conductivity: 0.6 S/m, dielectric constant: 80, excitation: 3.5 V_{RMS}, ambient temperature: 25 °C), illustrating the temperature profile
and induced flow pattern established the rotationally symmetric electrode pair. d) Amperometric H$_2$O$_2$ sensing mechanism and corresponding calibration curves with and without ACET actuation. e) Enzymatic glucose sensing mechanism and corresponding calibration curves with and without ACET actuation. f, g) Comparison of corresponding amperometric sensors’ sensitivities (f) and response time (g) with and without ACET actuation (error bars indicate standard error, N = 3). h) Comparison of blood and sweat glucose levels of two subjects during 12-h fasting and 0.5 h after glucose intake (30 g glucose), demonstrating the elevation of sweat glucose upon glucose intake, as measured by the actuation-assisted glucose sensor.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we devised a simple, scalable, and low-cost “CAD-to-3D Device” fabrication and integration scheme, which renders 3D and complex microfluidic architectures in a rapid manner. To inform the utility of our fabrication scheme, we demonstrated three example devices, to perform sweat collection (with visualizable secretion profile), sample filtration, and simultaneous biofluid actuation and sensing (using a sandwiched-like pair of electrode arrays). The spatial efficiency and new degrees of freedom achieved by the rendered 3D and multi-layered microfluidic architectures allows for the incorporation of a multitude of bioanalytical operations. The inherent simplicity of the devised scheme sets forth a feasible path for scalable and low-cost manufacturing of wearable microfluidic devices. In that regard, our scheme can be adapted for the fabrication and large-scale deployment of the currently reported and future bioanalytical wearable devices, which is critical at the prototyping level, for fueling large-scale clinical investigations, as well as at the production level for commercialized consumer applications and general population health monitoring.
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